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Financial innovation is the important component of the commercial banks 
implementing the strategy of sustainable development, they regard the customers as 
the center, take the markets as the guidance, continuously improve the ability of 
independent innovation and risk management, and effectively enhance their core 
competitiveness to satisfy the growing needs of the financial consumers and the 
investors better. Financial product innovation is the best point of financial innovation 
of the commercial banks can control, focusing on this, they will get twofold results 
with half the effort. 
In this dissertation, the bank's product innovation process system was studied 
and described firstly. Then the business goals and requirements of the product 
innovation process management system were carried on analyzing, and the process of 
the key business were detailed involving handling ideas and reviewing phase results. 
On the basis of the requirements analyzing，the system design scheme of the overall 
structure was put forward, the demand and scheme were perfected further in the form 
of designing cases, and the log scheme was put forward aiming at the system's 
characteristic management requirements. The solutions were also presented for the 
problems in achieving processes,such as customizable workflow and flexible 
statements. The ideas of the designing for the system's database were illustrated，also 
including the key part of the functions having been realized. Finally, some research 
contents were introduced from two aspects of function testing and performance 
testing, such as the testing's scope, methods, strategies and tools, etc. 
As the main line with software engineering idea, the system's achieving 
processes were fully detailed in the dissertation, from aspects of requirement 
analyzing, architecture designing, database designing, system developing and system 
testing.A complete and systematic solution was put forward,for the product innovation 
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